The Blockchain-Based
Commodities Exchange

Problem

Innovation

Executive
Summary

Our aim

Existing commodity exchanges are exclusive, expensive and inefficient

Blockchain technology gives us an opportunity to disrupt the existing
exchanges, opening them up and reducing inefficiencies
Capture 5% of existing trading by 2020. That’s a US$100 billion
opportunity. ChainTrade is scalable and is capable of growing far beyond
our initial targets

CTC Tokens

Used for trading and the demand for tokens will appreciate as a result of
a greater adoption and use of the token

Regulation &
governance

Compliance is key to ChainTrade’s success and our regulated token gives
the assurances traders need to make the switch

Exclusive
opportunity

Early contributors have a unique opportunity to participate in our token
launch to support and profit from the growth of our disruptive technology

Our vision

ChainTrade will be the world’s most efficient,
lowest-cost and most accessible commodity
derivatives exchange

Commodity exchanges are ripe for change
A few exchanges dominate the US $2 trillion commodities markets

Chicago Mercantile
Exchange

Intercontinental
Exchange

Hong Kong
Exchange
$1.4bn

Net profit

$1.5bn

$1.6bn

$0.7bn

Today’s food and raw
materials exchanges
are

All exchanges are
concentrated within a
few market places in
the world

As a result of the
concentration, fees
are high for traders
and producers

EXCLUSIVE

$4.5bn

EXPENSIVE

$3.6bn

CENTRALIZED

Annual revenue

Only major banks and
investors can access,
bigger players get
better fees and
conditions

The first blockchain-based commodities exchange
No middle-men and lower fees
Accessible to all, ending the exclusive access that characterizes today’s centralized
exchanges
Commitment to strong corporate governance with a target to obtain a Singapore
trading license in April 2018
Aim to capture 5% (US$100 billion) of the global commodity
derivatives market by 2020
Fees cut by more than half for producers, buyers and traders

Easy and equal access to anyone in the world (no favored terms)

The disruptive
power of
ChainTrade

Led by Vincent Jacques, a successful AI entrepreneur ($25 million startup,
Planorama)
ChainTrade has put together a formidable team of executives and advisers

A team you
can count on

Engaged experienced blockchain developers to build the technology that powers
ChainTrade
A globally-sourced team of venture capitalists, financial services and enterprise
experts provide the contacts we need to challenge the highly-entrenched
commodities markets
Our advisory team includes Philippe Tastevin, former Director of Strategy at NYSE &
Euronext and Jacques Puzeys co-founder and former CEO of Nasdaq Europe
Engaged global law firm Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP

How ChainTrade works
A decentralized ecosystem

Smart contracts
enable anyone to
create new
futures and
options

Counterparty risk
is covered by
‘insurers’

Independent
arbitrators settle
disputes

A small fee is
charged for each
transaction

Ensuring liquidity and volumes

First products listed will be fungible with products listed
on existing exchanges

Introducing the CTC token
CTC tokens are required to
access and use the platform
Pay fees on transactions
Pay fees to Insurers

Supply of CTC tokens is limited
Only 225 million tokens are
available for sale and team

The CTC token is a tool to be used in trading
on the ChainTrade platform and does not
constitute a security. The possession or
ownership of the token does not grant any
title, right, or interest in any company,
enterprise, or undertaking

Unsold tokens will be burnt

Smart Contracts (futures and options) can
be labelled in any currency for delivery

NOTES

Margin calls (to cover for
potential loss on futures)
Although US nationals and residents are
generally not allowed to participate in the
Token Sale, a limited number of US
investment funds and accredited investors
may participate upon request

CTC, BTC, USD, EUR,…
To provide maximum
flexibility and avoid reasons
for traders to switch

See full terms and conditions on
https://chaintrade.net/terms

Token Sale
Token Sale is now live

ICO Token Distribution
Bounty

Team

9%

2%

Price is 1 ETH for
1,000 CTC

Target is to raise
$10m

Unsold tokens will be burnt

Development of the core platform (scalability)

Token Sale
89%

Multiplatform support (user interfaces)

Sale
proceeds
will be
used for

Legal services for regulatory approvals
Sales & Marketing to attract users: producers, industrial buyers,
traders
Strategic partnerships in the finance industry

Administration and operations

Current status and roadmap
December 2016

Start of ChainTrade project

July 2017

First prototype ready

September 2017

Legal entity established in Singapore

October 2017

Token Sale

December 2017

Token trading launch

March 2018

Public beta launch

April 2018

Trading license

July 2018

Platform launch

August 2018

Intensive marketing & sales

July 2020

5% market share

ChainTrade Development - Progress Update
Prototype currently entails
Creation of smart contracts - representing
futures and options
List all futures and options, see the prices and
detailed characteristics

Built on top of the Ethereum
Widely adopted and recognized technology
However we keep the option to switch to another
blockchain (or build our own) if Ethereum’s constraints
ever prove to be too high for scalability

Send BUY and SELL orders

Challenges currently being solved
Review the order book
Match orders and quote contracts

Transaction cost on the Ethereum network - working on
grouping transactions to reduce the cost
Time lag to register transactions on the blockchain - we
decided to match orders and quote products every 5
minutes, not in real time

Working prototype is ready

Discussions in progress with several oil producers from
Asia and the Middle East
Broad media coverage

ChainTrade is
turning heads

Token Sale on track with our targets

ChainTrade offers a unique opportunity for token holders to profit
from the future of commodities trading
Contributors involved at launch will benefit most
Attractive bonus scheme provides CTC with even better value
20% bonus for a minimum $50K investment
30% bonus for an investment from $200K to $500K
40% bonus for an investment from $500K to $1 million
More than $1 million: please reach out to discuss

Investment
opportunity

Buying CTC Tokens
Register today to buy tokens. Our supporters will profit from the
greatest change to commodity markets in over a century.
Contact us at info@chaintrade.net to find out more.

Buy your CTC now

Website: www.chaintrade.net
Email: info@chaintrade.net

